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www.sasino.org

T o ensure quality of our
water at the highest possible
levels we utilize...

...three levels of filtration, a certified reverse osmosis system and
continuous ozone saturation all being delivered with advanced
North American equipment.
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D uring the filling process,
every bottle is washed using
purified ozone water to
guarantee 100% sanitation.

A utomatic packaging

T he heart of our bottle production is our unique

line designed to meet our

3-in-1 filling machine producing more than

production demands.

9000 BPH in a sterilized environment.

O ur North American
equipment ensures
high production,
delivering a
quality product.

E very 5 gallon bottle is washed using purified steaming soap water
and rinsed with ozone for 100% sanitation and security.

L aboratory testing on a daily basis
and manufacturing our own bottles
ensures a guaranteed quality product.

O ur process
begins with
sterile potable
water deep
Our
source
is the
difference

Nuestra Compania es inspeccionada por diferentes instituciones responsables
de velar por la calidad de nuestros productos en el pais.
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within the ground
far away from
cities and towns.

Sasino water originates from underground springs far away
from the cities & towns. It comes from a place more than 150
feet deep within the ground, a source where the water is always clean and drinkable. Purified to perfection using reverse
osmosis and the highest standards of quality we bring to you
a water with exceptional taste that you can always trust.
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